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VIDEOBUSTOUR
Link to meeting guide Berlin
On the video bus tour “A Journey through Time in Berlin” historical film and picture documents are shown on the bus at the most
important sights and commented live by the guides. In this way the tour becomes more lively and emotional than normal
sightseeing.
Travel through time from the Kaiser’s booming empire to the turbulent Golden Twenties, from the horrors of Nazism to the
dissection of the city during the Cold War, and from the fall of the wall in 1989 to the re-united metropolis of today.
Special tours such as “Movie City Berlin” are perfectly suited for incentive programmes – and can be combined with attractive
intermediate stops and active elements such as “Make your own movie”.
„A completely new tourism experience – one wonders why nobody came up with that idea before.“ (RBB Televsion)
„The videoBustour brings history to life.“ (Berliner Morgenpost)
„I was absolutely fascinated – suddenly one sees a city in a completely new light. An almost magical moment.“ (RBB Radio Eins)
„A bustour with a difference.“ (Zeitgeist)
„It’s hilarious, entertaining and sometimes bewildering. Comparing the film footage with what’s there today is the very special
appeal of this unique city tour.“ (Neue Westfälische Zeitung)
„After the tour you do not only see the world of fi lm in a different light, but the city too.“ (ADAC Travel Magazine)

CONTACT
Videobustour c/o Zeitreisen
Luisenstraße 41
D-10117 Berlin - Berlin
kontakt@videosightseeing.de
+49 30 44 02 44 50
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